Environmental Sensitivity Statement

Edgesoft Inc. provides world-class enterprise software solutions and related IT services that
empower local governments to deliver superior citizen services. Edgesoft’s leading product,
the Enterprise Land Management Solution (eLMS™) offers a breakthrough approach to the
needs of local government as a true web-based, location-centric, eGOV-ready solution.
Edgesoft showcases its commitment towards the corporate social responsibility by
implementing various green initiatives and strives towards becoming environmentally
responsible organization.
Going Paperless is the key mantra.
 Almost all the communication and office work is carried out electronically at Edgesoft.
 Printing paper is discouraged and is avoided whenever necessary. And even if it something is printed or photocopied, it
is printed on both sides. So every year, Edgesoft does its best to save a lot of trees from getting cut down.
eLMS™, Edgesoft’s champion product Cares About Environment too.
 eLMS™, solution helps the customers in their green initiatives by giving the flexibility of reducing paper usage by
promoting electronic approvals, automating planning and inspection business functions etc.
 Our eGov module allows citizens to request permits and inspections online, hence reducing the traffic of citizens to the
city offices, eLMS™ helps in reducing the carbon footprint of the emitted polluted gases in the environment.
Edgesoft uses Recyclable Materials and Green Products
 Edgesoft mandates the usage of recyclable materials at its offices. Paper, plastic, glass and metal trash and whatever
waste that can be used again is provided for recycling. And Edgesoft helps in saving the environment by lesser usage of
new plastic and paper material and keeps the unnecessary waste from getting dumped into landfills.
 Whenever new batteries, printer cartridges are purchased, Edgesoft shows interest in buying recycled or refurbished
products and thus their environmental effects are taken into consideration at Edgesoft.
Reduce Avoidable Business Travel, Decrease Air Pollution
 Employees can use the telecommunication technology to save the gas usage and thus can decrease the avoidable
carbon emission in atmosphere.
 Most of the business meetings are scheduled in Teleconferencing mode instead of travelling. If business travel is strictly
necessary, then most of the time car-pooling is done if multiple representatives are going to same site. Carpooling to the
office and to any event is always encouraged at Edgesoft.
Effective Communication for becoming a Green Eco Friendly Firm
 Informative sessions are taken by higher management for showcasing the advantages of becoming an environment
friendly organization, thus the company employees are always motivated in taking the green initiatives.
Water Conservation
 Water conservation is a big environmental issue that Edgesoft focuses on. It does monitor the sinks etc for any water
leaks that waste this precious resource. Edgesoft offices have installed water-free technologies in toilets to support water
conservation.
Edgesoft utilizes Electricity Efficiently
 Edgesoft mandates its employees to shut down the desktop computers after the end of day’s work. The computers are
also set to the turn off their monitors automatically after certain time of inactivity on the system. These two policies save
tremendous amount of electricity.
 Electricity is used on a need basis. If a room is not utilized, its lights are turned off to save power usage.
 Use of fluorescent lights compared to incandescent bulbs is preferred, which consume less electricity. Similarly effective
use of appliances is carried out at Edgesoft and such efforts make Edgesoft an eco-friendly organization.
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